We consider alternative models to quantum mechanics, that have been proposed in the recent years in order to explain the EPR correlations between two particles. Moving to the case of three particles, we show that these models violate the no-signaling condition. This shows that superluminal "hidden communication" (or "influences") alone cannot explain the correlations between entangled quantum particles.
Introduction
In the classical world, we are accustomed to two kinds of causes for correlations: (i) A manufacturer produces white and black balls; he sells them by pairs, and he always puts a white and a black ball in each box. Here, the source of the perfect anticorrelation is pre-established in the fabric. (ii) A referee decides that the match is over, and sends a signal (whistle) to all players, who stop running. The correlated behavior of the players is the result of having received a signal. However, neither of these models can explain the EPR correlations, that are, the correlations between two quantum entangled particles. In fact, on the one hand, these correlations are established for space-like separated events, ruling out the explanation through the reception of a common signal [1] ; on the other hand, their explicit dependence on the meaningful parameters of the experiments cannot be the consequence of sharing a common information pre-established at the source -this is Bell's theorem [2] .
The physics community is accustomed since more than one century to the counter-intuitive character of some predictions of QM. Still, facing EPR correlations, some physicists are not satisfied: as John Bell put it, "correlations cry out for explanation", and not only for "description". That's why in the last decades some models have been proposed that are aimed at explaining the origin of EPR correlations. Among these models, some are "alternative models", since the explanation that is proposed leads also to predictions that differ in some cases from those of QM, without contradicting the experimental data that are available at the time of the proposal. These models are worth of consideration: they lead to design new experiments, that can discriminate between them and standard QM. If the experiments falsifies QM, a door is opened for new physics; but even if QM is confirmed, which is highly probable a priori, the investigation of the alternative model will have shed new light on the intimate connection between QM and relativity.
We mentioned the astonishing features of EPR correlations, but there is another element that prevents these correlations to become something too dramatic. In spite of their "non-local" character, EPR correlations do not allow signaling, that is, sending a message at an arbitrary high speed. More precisely, these correlations alone cannot be used to send a signal at any speed; and classical communication must be established between the two observers if they want to check their correlations. Now, any alternative model, in addition to reproduce QM for all the experiments performed to date, is also supposed to fulfill the no-signaling condition. A model that fails to comply with this requirement would be in open contradiction with special relativity, thus acquiring a very problematic status -although conclusive falsification can come only through experiment.
In this paper we show how the no-signaling condition puts non-trivial constraints on alternative models.
These constraints are strong enough to show that two models that have been proposed recently do lead to signaling. We begin by discussing why such constraints have not been noticed so far.
From two to three particles
Consider two quantum particles of arbitrary spin prepared in an entangled state, then flying apart from one another, each to one observer, Alice or Bob. Each observer makes a measurement. Let's call a j , j = 1, ..., J the possible outcomes for Alice's measurement; and b k , k = 1, ..., K the possible outcomes for Bob's measurement. The joint probability for two outcomes is written P (a j , b k ); the marginal distributions on Alice's and Bob's side are P (a j ) = k P (a j , b k ), respectively P (b k ) = j P (a j , b k ).
Suppose now that Alice makes another measurement, whose outcomes are labelled a ′ l , with l = 1, ..., L. The no-signaling condition here means that
on his own side, Bob cannot notice that Alice has chosen another measurement. Of course, the symmetric condition must yield on Alice's side: Alice's marginal distribution cannot be modified by Bob's choosing another measurement. Now, within the framework of QM, "another measurement" means to measure another observable, or more generally to perform a different POVM. But here we are willing to consider alternative models to QM, that give different predictions for the EPR correlations. In this case, "another measurement" may mean that Alice modifies her parameters so that the correlations are no longer those predicted by QM, that is
Therefore, in the more general framework in which we work, the no-signaling condition implies also that P (a j ) = P QM (a j ), and
Now, in the case of two particles, a wide range of alternative models can be made compatible with the no-signaling condition. This can be easily seen by looking at a graphic representation. In fig. 1 we represent three possible probability distributions for the joint outcomes of Alice and Bob; a probability is measured by the area of the corresponding sector of the unit square. We see that very different situations can be met while conserving the same marginal distributions, that is, without violating the no-signaling condition. In particular, a model that predicts a complete loss of correlations is possible: if Thus, as long as one considers only correlation between two particles, the no-signaling condition puts practically no constraint on the correlations. However, two-particle correlations can be seen as marginal distributions of a three-particle probability distribution. This will be discussed in detail in the next sections, but we want to give the reader the feeling of what happens. We have now a probability distribution P (a j , b k , c l ).
The no-signaling condition forces P (a j ), P (b k ) and P (c l ) to agree with the corresponding prediction of QM, just as above. But in addition, the no-signaling condition may also force some correlations to agree with those predicted by QM. Specifically, in the next section we shall build, for two alternative models, a situation in which both P AC (a j , c l ) and P BC (b k , c l ) must be identical to those predicted by QM, while P AB (a j , b k ) is free a priori. Consider then the simple case of a dichotomic measurement on each of the three particle, for which QM predicts perfectly correlated outcomes:
For such a measurement, obviously no freedom is left on P AB (a j , b k ) if all the other marginals must agree with QM: no alternative model can predict anything else than P AB (00) = P AB (11) = 1 2 , P AB (01) = P AB (10) = 0.
Predictions of two alternative models
The two alternative models that we are going to describe have been developed to provide a dynamical explanation to quantum correlations between two particles. They incorporate Bell's theorem: the correlations are not pre-established at the source; but they admit the existence of some form of communication between Bob can calculate the correlations B-C in P BC , before he can calculate the correlation A-B: consequently the correlation B-C cannot depend on whether Alice chose to put or not the time delay τ on her detection.
The argument can easily be made symmetric. meaningful frame.
Model 1: preferred frame and finite velocity
This model is a natural modification of Bohmian mechanics. In Bohmian mechanics, the outcomes of a measurement are determined by local parameters (the local settings of the measurement and the quantum potential in which the particle propagates), and by a superluminal hidden communication between the correlated particles [4] . The hidden communication takes place in a preferred frame (PF), an assumption that can be made for quantum phenomena without contradicting relativity in the macroworld [5] . If the speed of this hidden communication in the PF is v hc = ∞, the predictions of Bohmian mechanics reproduce perfectly those of QM. However, in the same line of thought one may suppose that v hc < ∞. In this case, the model gives some predictions that differ from the QM ones. In fact, the hidden communication sent by the first particle that is detected may not reach the second particle before its own detection. In this case, correlations should disappear. As we demonstrated in section 2, the complete loss of correlations can be made consistent with the no-signaling condition for two entangled particles. Eberhard [6] built a particular version of such a theory, and noticed that signaling would be allowed in the three particle case. We are going to strengthen his observation.
The three entangled particles are labelled A, B and C, and we name Alice, Bob and Charlie the experimenters that perform the measurements. The event "detection of particle X" is written D X . In the space-time coordinates of the PF, we note
If the experimenters know which frame is the PF, they can arrange the timings of the detection events in such a way that: (I) D A and D B are simultaneous: t A = t B = 0; (II) particle C is detected later, and we suppose that the following condition holds:
The upper bound simply means that no classical signal sent by A or B at t = 0 might have reached C at t C ; the lower bound is justified below. Condition (2) is not contradictory as long as v hc > 3c, which cannot be taken as absolutely granted since we don't know the PF. However, for two reasonable candidates of PF (the laboratory frame, and the frame of the cosmic background radiation), recent experiments provided a lower bound for v hc which is several orders of magnitude higher than c [7] . So let's assume that v hc > 3c.
Condition (2) implies that particle C has received the hidden information from both A and B, since t C > x v hc , but no classical information. We claim that the correlations A-C and B-C must be those predicted by QM, in order to avoid signaling.
To prove this claim, we refer to fig. 2 , in which the argument is sketched for the correlation B-C. E(r B r C )
can be calculated by Bob after the space-time point P BC = (x, t C + 
Model 2: Multisimultaneity
This model was proposed some years ago by Suarez and one of us [8] , and developed by Suarez in subsequent papers, where he called it "Multisimultaneity" [9] . Here there is not a unique PF. Rather, there are several meaningful frames: for each particle, the meaningful frame is the rest frame of the massive choice-device that it meets. The choice-device may be the detector -in which case the "choice" is a form of "collapse" -or the beam-splitter, again in a Bohm-like interpretation where the particle is really localized in a path, its "choices" being determined by a pilot wave or quantum potential. Experiments have been performed with detectors [10] and with beam-splitters in motion [11] , both vindicating QM. Our argument is independent of what a choice-device is.
For two particles, Multisimultaneity works as follows: when a particle meets a choice-device, it considers whether in the rest frame of this device the other particle has already met its own device [12] . Thus, according to the state of motion of the choice-devices, we can arrange different timings: (I) Before-before timing, in which each particle arrives to its own choice-device, in the rest frame of this device, before the other one. In this case, each particle chooses its outcomes taking into account only local settings: two-particle correlations should disappear completely; (II) Before-after timing, in which the "before" particle chooses randomly its output, while the "after" one takes into account the measurement that has been performed on the first one.
In the before-after timing, Multisimultaneity reproduces the QM results; and this is the situation achieved in all standard EPR experiments [1] , that supported QM. (III) After-after timing, which is a rather troubling feature of this kind of theories; Suarez has suggested a way to avoid the causal loop in this situation [9] .
Again, let's turn to three particles. Consider the experimental setup sketched in fig. 3 . Three particles issued from the source S reach the respective choice-devices. The choice-devices of A and B can be put into opposite motion with speed v, high enough to achieve a before-before configuration [8] . Therefore, when both devices are at a relative rest, QM should apply; when they are in relative motion, particles A and B have to choose in a before-before configuration, therefore their non-local correlation should disappear. As for particle C: its choice-device is motionless in the laboratory, and the projection of the speed v on the lines A-C and B-C (small black arrow in the figure) is too small to change the timing. To be concrete, we suppose that when C meets its choice-device, A and B have already made their choice in the laboratory frame.
An argument analogous to the one discussed for Model 1 applies here: correlations A-C and B-C must be in any case those predicted by QM. In fact, suppose that Bob's device is at rest: Alice may put her device into motion, and the pair Bob-Charlie should see no difference. Symmetrically, if Alice's device is at rest, Bob should be allowed to put his device into motion without signaling to Alice-Charlie. Correlation A-B is either the QM one (when both Alice's and Bob's devices are at rest in the laboratory frame), or is zero, when at least one device moves. Thus, Multisimultaneity also predicts that in some cases A-B can be uncorrelated, while A-C and B-C are correlated according to QM.
Models 1 and 2 imply signaling
We consider three particles; to simplify the analysis, we assume that on each particle a local dichotomic measurement is performed. Alice's possible results r A are labelled ξ A = ±1, and similarly for Bob's and Charlie's measurements. With this labelling, any probability distribution can be written
where E(.) is the expectation value of the random variable. We have seen that both Models 1 and 2 predict a configuration in which:
, E(r C ), E(r A r C ) and E(r B r C ) must be those predicted by QM; this is the no-signaling condition in the configurations that we have built.
Condition 2: E(r A r B ) = E(r A )E(r B ): complete loss of correlation.
We provide now examples of quantum states and measurements for which Conditions 1 and 2 lead to negative probabilities. Since we consider dichotomic observables, the meaningful degrees of freedom of each particle can be mapped onto a two-dimensional quantum system (qubit).
First example: This is the example that we have already discussed in a semi-qualitative way in section 2. Take the GHZ state
(|000 + |111 ) [13] , with |0 and |1 the eigenstates of σ z . If we measure σ z on all particles, the quantum statistics give
Condition 2 gives consequently E(r A r B ) = 0. If we put this into (3), we find in particular p(+ + −) =
. These numbers cannot be both non-negative: there is no three-particle probability distribution that is compatible with both Conditions 1 and 2. Actually for this particular case the only way to have non-negative probabilities is to set E(r A r B ) = 1 and E(r A r B r C ) = 0, (|001 + |010 + |100 ) [14] . If we measure σ x on all particles, the quantum statistics give
Condition 2 gives consequently E(r A r B ) = 0. If we put this into (3), we find in particular p(
. Again, these numbers cannot be both non-negative. However here we could recover non-negative probabilities by having E(r A r B ) = 1 3 , which is lower than the QM value E(r A r B ) = 2 3 , but still different from 0. The appearance of negative probabilities means that the operation "suppression of the correlation between some partners" is not a completely positive (CP) map. It has been recently shown [15] that if a system allows a description agreeing with QM at a given time, the no-signaling condition forces the dynamics to be described by a CP map.
Consequences for alternative models
In the introduction we explained that, in the classical world, correlations seem to be always due either to preparation or to communication. Bell's theorem ruled out the first of these origins for EPR correlations.
In this paper, we have ruled out also the most natural alternative models proposed under the hypothesis of a hidden communication.
One can still hope to develop an alternative model that introduces both local hidden variables and hidden communication; we call these mixed models [16] . In a mixed model, correlations are established by hidden communication if this communication is allowed to reach the other particles, or using a pre-established information if for some reason the hidden communication has not been received. We explain here the relation between our approach and signaling in mixed models.
Consider again Example 1 of the previous section. For that measurement, only the correlations predicted by QM are compatible with the no-signaling condition. Unfortunately, no hidden communication at all is needed to establish such correlations. Even more generally: all the two-particle correlations predicted by QM for a GHZ state can be described by classical mixtures, since the two-particle partial trace on |GHZ is ρ = 1 2 |00 00| + 1 2 |11 11|. Consider then the following mixed model: (i) the source produces an equal-weight mixture of the possibilities |000 and |111 . (ii) If the hidden communication is allowed to reach the particles, the remarkable three-particle GHZ correlations [13] are established. (iii) If the hidden communication does not reach the particles, their correlations are determined by the preparation. In this last case, the threeparticle correlation will disagree with the prediction of QM, but this is not in conflict with the no-signaling condition as long as we have only three particles.
Of course, the question is, whether by considering other quantum states one can show that also mixed models lead to signaling. To do so, one should show that the no-signaling condition can force a violation of a Bell's inequality. Let us sketch the idea of this in the same configuration described above, in which A and B cannot share the hidden communication and are therefore supposed to be correlated only through preparation.
Alice makes on her side N different measurements, and similarly, Bob makes M different measurements; for simplicity, we assume that Charlie makes only one measurement. Thus the three partners share N × M probability distributions P (a k , c l ) must be those predicted by QM, whatever the measurements performed by Alice and Bob; and this require-ment puts some constraints on the marginals P (a k ) is impossible. Suppose now that there is a combination of these two-particle probabilities that defines a Bell's inequality which is violated by the QM probabilities P QM (a k ) compatible with the no-signaling constraints: mixed models would also imply signaling.
We have not found such a state and set of measurements. We note that the study of the violation of Bell's inequalities by partial states [17] , as well as the study of Bell's inequalities beyond the case of two qubits [18] , are presently open fields of research. So it is not impossible that in the next years we shall dispose of more adequate tools to tackle the robustness of mixed models against signaling.
